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            habits none aside,
                 I go home. 
        Today I grewst
the freshest sweet tomatoes
   to my knee, and I wasn’t
the least bit sackled
         witthum. 

N ATA L I E

 jayne kitchen
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K I T C H E N  L I F E

Pre-plucked, it dangles, without drip nor squirm. 
Its tail cold with having tried to dr y,
And having failed given little time.
I place it and I pour the boiling water.
Poor dead mouse, I reuse you for my tea. 

matthew johnstone

O N E  O F  M A N Y  S TA G E S  O F  A  J O U R N E Y

midway on life’s plum
I come to inn of 
pate tonsurers who 

tonsure pates verily.
show me 
your stone collection,

Riviera!
triply I descr y it’s gneiss—
they gladly 

—jungles you shorn 
to gneiss 
they fain

torben robertson 
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8.  Are their sores comfortable, their itching comf y? 

9.  Let ’em indulge so much in th’drippings, leavings,
spills, of tavern glasses—
the “all sorts”—
they blimp up, crapulent.

10.  Offspring of Adultery or Incest: 
They prove their parents mortally immoral.

11.  Evanescent are their lives, eternal is their pain.

12.  They believe Debauchery rewards and Piety bores.
For them, Crime is chic and Murder a preser vative.
Mathematical is their Fucking,
exponential is their plague-spreading. 

13.  Caution, not Seduction, must be one’s attitude
in encountering these Satans-and-Medusas.

14.  Note their rat reek! Notice how they skulk in cribs! 

15.  Now, ogle the righteous! They are fruitful
luxuriously, and are loved—
even beyond Death—
by all their descendants, generation chasing generation. 

1.  Bastardy is Death! Woe unto treacherous Maternity!
Damn all con-artist mamas—
accesories to vipers!

2.  These molls screw illogically, scatologically.
(The pricks who pr y ’em open detect they’re dead inside.)

3.  The egg splatters open, and a snake pops out—
some first-hand monster, some last-ditch microbe.

4.  These new-born Neanderthals are unner ving
because they’re universally unfeeling.

5.  Shallow-rooted, dr y-boughed, and poison-fruited,
how can a bastard sur vive? 

6.  At the first unlucky tempest, these sinners are uprooted,
torn down, their boughs snapped off, their fruit scattered
and squashed, or their windfalls lost on the inhospitable soil—
bogs, or stony. 

7.  No costly nursing can save ’em.
Their Sterilit y is imperishable
The advertise Chastit y as Palliative Care.

W I S D O M  O F  S O L O M O N   I V

george elliott clarke
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16.  Blameless, they yield neither to Guile nor Folly.

17.  Lust, Greed, distemper Intellect.

18.  God embraces the godly, but dead saints demand
th’extermination of the wicked. 

19.  Tis sweet to ogle the damneds’ outrageously putrid corpses.

20.  Liars, suddenly muted, transmute to vipers,
writhing, and none remember their useless lives. 

[Ottawa (Ontario) 15 fevrier mmxvii
& Sydney (Nova Scotia) 17 fevrier mmxvii

& Wolf ville (Nova Scotia) 17 fevrier mmxvii]

PAU L  E P R I L E ,  W I T H  B E E S

It is good to think of Paul Eprile
and his bees in April—
loosed, strewing a winter’s worth of golden excrement
across snow that is just beginning to melt—

to think of last spring’s first disturbances,
and then in May, the worst,
a black bear in the night, unstoppable marauder,
toppling the hive stand, all its 
now-spilled brood frames,
looking not for honey, but for her lar vae.

And after that, keeping it at bay,
though still in the neighborhood,
electric fencing, a transistor radio,
till finally, and without warning,
it was gone at last, shot by some local farmer,
“moved on” in the local parlance.

October brought further signs: no stragglers’ 
late-fall flights,
no drones cast out to die,
so when in March Paul
tapped on the hive and listened
no grudging hum rose up to greet him in reply. 

   roo borson & kim maltman
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He burned my picture—a collage
one eye young 
    the other worn
and sent me into exile.

He writes verses: 
a grinding of teeth
between fragments of speech
clamoring against
a bird’s shriek—

though not a stonecutter
my nephew,
      truth-murmur of our Time
clothed wholly in light.

M Y  N E P H E W

The evening is far
and you are there on the verdant hill
where the earth has engulfed
once colliding rocks.

There with Iphigenia and the others
you sit and think of me.

In a sea of noise between my knees
I felt the weight of the tram’s sudden stop.
Then I gave my seat to an elderly man 
and amidst the throng of arms thought: 
the evening is far and you beyond the river.

Silence touches the sky with its hand
and there on the verdant hill
you watch the sun’s last vestiges. 

T H E  E V E N I N G  I S  FA R

trans. lorina hoxha
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A  S O N G  A N D  A  C H A R M   
      for Paula Rego

A song—‘How the little thing runs, her hair
streaming down the wind...’ 

Each her own
orchestra, cathedral
or dance hall, we were
wild, untimely girls

in the grasp of the room, each body 
unaccustomed to itself—she of 
the fier y head, the unconventional 
menagerie, this the ticket

and over there 
a window, and 
here upon us 
that window’s light.

A charm

Each to her own
and to 

each other
another.

this will be the first time i write about 
you for the second time 
and i’m not really sure what moves you  
but there are many instances of your reminder
like white leather suitcases and 
the heads of trophies and 
xylophones and tragedy

tragedy because i can’t quite sort what it is 
about you or anyone that makes me 
consider anything at all 
while all the while still standing still
and smiling 
when you make me 

        jonah yano

H O N E Y D E W

gregory o’brien
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At first, I can just make out 
the ringing pattern of rain

dribbling steadily inside the 
rusted pail in the backyard.

A murky, alkali-tainted pool
where leaves float in cowls.

But soon enough, droplets start
wetly matting the garbage bins’ lids.

Aren’t these gobs like language? 
The weight of word on word.

Life-giving and world-making.
They clump and jiggle to meld

for a momentar y blip.
They replenish things a little. 

P L O P

      john marshall         aden solway 
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   david barbour
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 alexis vo 
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V O I C E

1.

Voice rolls out 
of Mouth
inside
a sucking sound.

She doesn’t say 
a word, but stands
naked, shimmering
above the pavement.

2. 

Voice is refused entr y
back into Throat, so 
flies a flag of song
isntead along 
the length of Tongue,

who takes 
her daily bread,
and counts her teeth
like rosar y beads,
beyond her shaking bed. 

3.

Voice dreams itself
out of Mouth
to hang on Lip
who, like a windowsill

will colour in 
the already blue stars
with the nearly blue pencils
of its eyes.

4.

Voice breaks out 
of her own body
to sing in a foreign field
with no instrument but
the grass, jubilant fish swaying—

Voice listens only
to their gilled song. 

5.

Looking up, or down
or in, Voice watches
God clear Their throat 

and turn to all the choir
of Angels and Sants
until they sing,
and drop
their song
down upon
this heavenly earth

6.

Voice is lifted up 
softly upon that music,
the staves, notes and rests
weave about her

like a body

from Voice’s lips
come the grateful shapes
of a lone hiccup—

only that. 

joel giroux

The moon, occults. In conjunction; seen from earth. Such temporar y refuge. 
The President eats cake for breakfast. A broken treaty. Oval office, balcony. 
Reporters, flicker. Heavy yellow paper. Even at your nakedest. An omen. We 
would not waste time. The waters rise. Who are we to judge. We wear pro-
tective lenses. Coronal filaments. If this is a perfectly circular orbit. Airplanes 
hover, pause. The world. An angle of over five degrees. He can’t be bothered. 
Too important. Corona, glistens. Quick. Look up, Mr. President. Look up. 

S O L A R  E C L I P S E  2 0 1 7

2 excerpts 
from THE BOOK OF SMALLER

An envelope, a single lock. Archival twirl beneath sealed glass. A thing, they 
say. Amherst, then, the profane crowd. The perfect clarity of strangers. You 
can’t catch death, you know. She wrote it “bold, like the Chestnut Bar [.]” 
With such precision. Evidenced. What once burned red, revised as auburn. 
Rewrote, scraps. An autumn twist. What do you know of biology? Stray 
bits of salvage, gifts, miscellany. To whom. A hairbrush, loss, went back to 
bed. The lights go out in Texas, London, Cambridge. How many stones 
might she have held. How light her hair. Would ever y word be stricken. 

E M I LY  D I C K I N S O N ’ S  H A I R

rob mclennan
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AU G U S T

not ready to eat but already rotting
a hard pear 
a green-edged tangerine
bitter
growing spots
coming apart in the sun

i wanted to be in tall grass
i wanted to be picking oranges near the ocean
no, i wanted to be the ocean
cool to the touch
with a hard skin, but yielding on the inside
no, i wanted to be the orchard
i wanted to be neat rows of trees
easy order

it got so hot that summer
i melted into water
i grew a garden of artifical flowers
roses that never wilted in the sun 
a constellation of fake lemons 
long plastic vines
radiant marigolds

jill blackmore evans

O N LY  O N E  C O L O U R

Such was green during my 19th year. 
Chaucer’s devil, the pigment of 
Napoleon’s death, the stone around 
my neck. I wore it 
as nature, for nature
to love me like my mother 
when I was at my weakest and she 
the strongest.

Green I swore on my life
green I hurled across the room
forest, moss, emerald
and that dusty tinge reserved for 
lost book jackets. My days were top-bottom
with needless intelligence 
lined with a green pen in a notebook
pressed green.

Thus, the only certainty
I can seem to recall of my 19th year
(really, I was 18) was the 
silver y snow that covered
my second home, and in the dark 
you wore under your coat, a 
sublime green t-shirt. 

grace ma 
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T H E  D AY  D A D  C R O A K E D

The day Dad croaked,
I was shrunk down
and hot glued to one of the blades of a blender running on the highest setting
My head hurt
Pieces of banana and powdered peanut butter
flew into my mouth and my nostrils 
I couldn’t breathe
couldn’t hear anything but the sound of the motor

and we got in Connor’s car and went to a Popeye’s
where the employees were all almost certainly high and the soda machine was broken
I tried to get an orange Fanta
it whirred and hissed
before it dropped a ball of syrup and ice into my cup
I wondered if I could cr y in front of the cashier
to get a free biscuit

The day Dad croaked,
I bubbled and hissed in the sunlight,
a three hundred pound blob of raw eggs deposited in the middle of a highway
The police were called in to contain the situation
They came with guns and megaphones and riot shields
told me to stay still for my own safety
I grabbed one of them and ate him alive 

ian taylor

and I went back to my room
and shadowboxed, picked things up and threw them at the walls
as hard as my body would let me
until I was so tired all I could do was lie on my back
and breathe loudly, and sweat into my bed sheets
I stared at the popcorn ceiling, unfocused my eyes
All the dots started to look like faces

The day Dad croaked,
it rained basketballs for twenty four hours
They made a noise so loud you couldn’t ignore it even if you tried your best
or hid under your covers and plugged your ears
Ther y destroyed cars and toupees
and several square kilometres of protected forest area
Ever y now and then I find a deflated one in the grass
faded to dirty salmon 

and I wrote a song on my phone
about performing Ghost Town for him, the first song I had ever written
and read it, a week later,
behind a podium and off a piece of paper
to a room full of people I either barely knew or had just met
wearing an oversized suit jacket
and an Armani dress shirt my mom had borrowed from her boss 
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arne piepke & ingmar björn nolting
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3.    where is my sun 

“the sun in spring is a sort of bribe, you know, and so is a heavy thunder-
storm or a snowfall. so is a dawn, though not I think a sunset. so is a warm 
bath or a shower, and a sound sleep. bribes all, in the conspiracy of ever y-
thing to continue to exist.1

“but you’ve left out the B Minor Mass, Mozart, all kinds of music. also 
pleasure in  high speeds
  the deeply comic
  something to eat or drink
  success in an enterprise’1

“well, all of them have their ingredient of death, you know” 1

4.    it is not as blue as I remembered

they did an experiment. in the interval something becomes bluer.2

until it’s too blue?

until it’s too blue 

yeah? we always remember things too-blue

and what about waves? 

what about them? 

5.     have you ever measured the length of a wave

mm. trick question actually. you can’t

sorr y. maybe you can, actually—rather than measuring like the long 
long length, or the width, the space in between 

 

 you could measure it in time or in space. the gaps become 
the highlights. the between is opened. it is a breaking open of cliche.3 

  no

I hate trick questions 

the interval 

yes!

6.    the interval looks like an instant in a slipper stream or 
           something yellow 

 this isn’t about blue again is it? 
no, but—there’s a problem—
a problem?       

it’s so beautiful outside, look at the sun—no—
but no there’s a problem—

no no—with the interval 

if it is opened it will leak 

  how to measure it then

 how do they measure caesuras 

with the sun? a problem 
with the sun?4 

it is much easier to measure a grave 
mm

 let’s dig

             1.     good morning 
         how are you 
                      the untimely arrival of spring eh 

how’s your mother
   fine 

2.     she once came up to this boy lying on the ground in the park 
          and said,
I thought you were my son 
 it turns out he was digging a grave 

for her  ?!  no!  
    sorr y, sorr y i just—

you measure the space between the waves? 

40

whitney lewis smith
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    treawna harvey

1  Renata Adler, Pitch Dark, p 56
2  Brian Massumi, Parables for the Virtual, p 208 
3  Anne Carson, Float, "Cassandra Float Can" 
4  Nicolas Jaar, "Problems With The Sun", 2011

D E AT H  I N  S P R I N G
a  c o n d en s e d  s c r i p t

by malcolm sanger
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magazine. I remember little of the inter view itself, I assume now that it consisted mainly of questions 
related to writing, life in Japan, the Japanese diaspora in Brazil, etc. At the end, Kuwano was presented 
with a sort of riddle or thought experiment where he was a doctor faced with an incurable patient 
infecting the others in his ward. The entire ward was likely to die if the doctor allowed the infection 
to spread and therefore a decision must be reached. Kuwano’s response was curt: to euthanize the 
infected patient and dispose of the corpse. 

(Translator’s note: Following the previous paragraph in the original correspondence is a descrip-
tion of Visser’s odyssey by boat from Antwerp to New York to Dakar to Rio de Janeiro city and then 
the trip overland to Vitória. Mixed in with weather reports and train schedules reprinted verbatim 
were the details of the life of Ciríaco Henriques. Ciríaco’s biography, pertinent to the purpose of this 
stor y, proved impossible to extricate from the travel and thus has to be summarized here with addi-
tional information unknown to Visser. Ciríaco Henriques was born in a middle-class family whose 
opinions about the dictatorship were mixed but slightly positive. He was educated first in Brazil and 
then in America, where he learned Japanese. His wife, a Communist activist, was tortured by the dic-
tatorship and disappeared around the time that Kuwano’s inter view was published. —D.M)

Thus, having completed the long, overland journey from Rio de Janeiro city to Vitória in the Rio de 
Janeiro province, I had the privilege of meeting Henriques at one of his now-famous bonfires. It was 
early evening and the light from the fires illuminated Henriques’ surprisingly small figure against the 
failing light across the bay. The event was held in the public square which had been personally req-
uisitioned by Henriques for the event. There had been some misgivings among the town authorities 
about the fires spreading but Henriques had promised them the fires would be contained. Still, several 
members of the town fire department traced the edge of the square, looking increasingly apprehen-
sive as the pages burned and the fires crawled up into the dusk.

“ What is the purpose of the bonfires?” I asked Henriques after making our customar y introductions. 
He explained that they were a cleansing ritual. Looking at the burning refuse to him I noticed that 
he had the complete works of Kuwano, the “translated by C. Henriques” visible through the fire but 
rapidly disintegrating on the cover.

(Translator’s note: The following is lifted from my correspondence with the Belgian journalist, 
Jean-Louis Visser. The correspondence itself formed an essential source to my biography of Yuji 
Kuwano where I have liberally cited it and in ever ything else I have written on the subject of Kuwano. 
Still, Visser’s insights continued to fascinate me and I have collected here a portion of his writings on 
the subject of Ciríaco Henriques, Kuwano’s one-time Portugese translator turned iconoclast when 
Kuwano’s popularity turned to disdain. I have presented it here in an abridged format in the hope that 
a reader may find his words as revealing as I have. —D.M.)

I met Ciríaco in the Fall after the unfortunate incident concerning his wife Luciana and the first of 
the book-burning burnings he had organized in the city Vitória, Rio de Janeiro province, Brazil, his 
hometown. I was a journalist then and was assigned coverage of the bonfires, a local curiosity my 
editor hoped to turn into a brief, humane stor y. Ciríaco the man was described to me as something of 
a radical dilettante, a lesser translator only known abroad for polemics rather than art. His tendency 
to confuse names of streets in European cities provided great joy to my colleagues, who would sit 
with copies of his works on their desks, tracing paradoxes with their fingers on maps of Paris, London, 
Amsterdam. I was able to read one of his translations in Portugese and thought him to be an adequate 
stylist given to the occasional error of missing context and nuance completely. “The rest of her life was 
filled with sadness and she died alone” was rendered in Portugese as “[a] vida dela foi definida pela sau-
dade e ela não senitira a segurança de amizade nunca de novo.” The English verb ‘to fill’ is not equivalent 
to the Portugese ‘to define’, and the rest of the sentence naming ‘saudade’, a type of fish and an ‘amiza-
de’, a fish market, seems quaint yet illogical. It was clear we were not dealing with an intellect but the 
passion of his convictions compelled me, and the world, to learn his name.

Ciríaco had fallen out with Kuwano at the beginning of the year and the bonfires were his way of 
bringing a definitive end to the relationship. To those outside the admittedly limited world of the Ku-
wano literar y cult the cause of their break-up was unknown but could have stemmed from Kuwano’s 
indirect endorsement of Brazil’s militar y dictatorship made in an inter view in a small Sao Paulo

A  P R O F I L E  O F  T H E  T R A N S L AT O R  C I R A C Í O  H E N R I Q U E S
    translated from French by Duncan Morrison
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spencer julien

(The letter continues like this, something close to a verbatim repasting of the stor y in LeMonde. 
It should be noted that the sun would set on the West side of the city of Vitória, away from the 
bay. Despite this, the letter proved useful for its full insights into Kuwano’s public image during 
the era of his disgrace. Henriques would later leave art for business producing little of beauty but 
living a life of dignity nonetheless. Kuwano fell from grace entirely, now enjoying a quiet repu-
tation on the fringes for those who read his works and do not understand them and those lesser 
few who do. I think of the bonfires now as Henriques’ method of severing himself from detach-
ment to become re-engaged and put himself around other people, enmeshed in them. I was not 
fortunate enough to attend his bonfires but from what I have they read they were long and burned 
singes into the stones of the square like wounds from a whip across bare flesh.) 
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      shellie zhang
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  jaime pattison
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    hannah beveridge
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Inter lude 

A bull moose has a heart attack cheese and biscuits and Maude’s where the waitresses
ser ve us salty attitude a jogger limps down the highway’s shoulder two 
bodybuilders from middle Hungar y flag us down we take them in because their muscles
make me stupid horny but dump them in Quebec cuz they only talk business
analytics gift shops we didn’t see gift stores we ignored 30 CDs, but Eden wants to listen to only 
one on repeat driving in the morning riddled with difficulty no time to adjust to being in the world 
before you must turn on the social (how two introverts wound each other) a father slaps
his son until he cries, then takes him in his arms short cycle of short fuse temper regret.

II.

The highway is a thing and a space and a style of being, I feel
so blind can’t make out passing road signs, cycling 
through the neon lit of pit stops and their promise
of stretched legs and fast food, fast,  a word in which hunger
commitment meets the dream of instant savour, highway
turns to see a fast lane slow, simultaneity of throttle and 
stupor, the A/C’d haven of his eighties Corolla the pure
speed of purely passing by, a reptile zoo, the world’s largest
water slide, smell of the pulp mills and thrill of countr y lines
crossed, supreme transcience and sublime arrest, our asses
ache, I pay for the hotel, I put us in the jacuzzi, what’s

 I.

 Eden and I hit the road to Halifax, rain flecked
 with rain, Eden a wise boy from wine
 countr y, too tall by half so his knees knocked
 against the dash, cooped up like a comma in the hot 
 seat hunched over, the lip of his crewneck drooping
 to open for my one unpeeling eye, myself a drooling
 maneueverer one hand on the GPS the other on my libido
 sex-heav y, discomfited, a snowed-in fruit in the magnetic
 zoom of morning and ghoul-knuckled from one hundred double
 doubles to, in future, drink, sitting shotgun in the drawn
 cord of my queer desire and foolishly begging it not 
 to make the trip a ruin, a ruse for my lust, as though my 
 body were this transparent thing oozing the exact image
 of what it wanted most, as though an exact image of my love
 could ever live amidst the things of this world—

Q U E E R  D I S A P P E A R E R

I dream with the street light on my face
If  only loss  were less  exotic 

—Bernadette Mayer

     fan wu 
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justin somjen

the status of queer desire when it reverses into a temporar y
monogamy-on-the-go, our three days and three nights as close
as I’d ever come to tying the knot—shooting the shit then 
sitting in silence like a fist, like a fishbone stuck in the throat
of someone you love, like an aspen you miss ever yone best
when you’re away, like turkey for breakfast, like running outta
words in Quebec city, like running us a bath, cornlight
groans a west-whipped mile, columbine and clover and forever
let me hover here in the shredded leather of love as yet unuttered—
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(toss it in the pile when you don’t want it anymore)
Did you just go shopping? Maybe you just had sex.
(fake space, still life)
Your space is ever ything to you, you don’t have to share it.
(you forget what it’s like to to not be alone, forget it, share it) 
Accumulate, decorate, express, heal, refine, and indulge.
(spend all your money) 
Build yourself again.
(your keys on the floor)
You’re not afraid anymore.
(be more selfish) 
Images equal to their reflection.
(no one is immune to being ruined by desire) 
Your bedroom floor, a clothing graveyard.
(daffodils, light poison) 
For ever y fake death of ever y—
(or just shadows of your overconsumption)
You’ve changed so many times, was it because you wanted to? 
(pretending to be masculine)
They turn away from you.
(and you turn towards yourself ) 
You’re a product of a long haul. 

S T Y L E  L I F E
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D: Do you have literary superegos? 

F: People who I hear whispering in my ear when I write.

D: Or when you translate, or edit. The answer, of course, is a form of yes—oh, maybe not—

F: The boxes are already nipping at my ear! 

∑

F: The way my neuroscientific self works is that I forget a lot. So I can faintly remember Fred’s* work when I 
read him, but it’s not so strong that it calls itself up to me. This forgetting extends to who fills the superego 
position. It’s a revolving door of superegos, depending on what the latest flash of attachment is at the time. 
It’s never occupied for that long, although the ghosts of people who sat there might still remain, stacked up 
on each other’s laps.

D: You talk about it as fixation. It sounds like you can let go of a superego if you want to.

F: It’s not a conscious choice for me to let go, but the passage of time where they wander off the throne of 
superego. When I read someone who is really compelling, they’ll dust off the throne and sit there a while. 

D: And as an editor of other people’s work—what position do you find yourself speaking from?  
 
F: Two positions. In one I put the writer themselves in my superego, tr y to see what the writer attempts with 
ever y poem. So my comments from that front are, “How can I make the poem better for itself, for what its 
writers’ intentions are supposed to be?” The other position is the general readership. I’m in the position of a 
general reader of poetr y and give a response that a general reader would give. 

D: Where are you in this, as a reader of poetr y for your own enjoyment?  
 
F: I’ve been sending [a friend] some notes from my diar y of reading, which are completely scattered and 
about my subjective viewpoint of his poetr y rather than as an editor. Although I always make little slips, like 
I’ll write, “Maybe you can fix this!”

A  C O N V E R S AT I O N  O N  P O E T I C S

F: What questions did you have for me? 

D: A few. Well—about the Sophocles example—

∑

D: I feel like I need to stop talking for a while. Because you have a tendency to take in what I say and 
then say it back to me in better words.

F: It’s just my attempt to fit my understanding as part of the conversation. 

D: But it ends up being—well, to me it seems like you fitting things into my boxes, rather than 
saying things that I can’t immediately put into my boxes.

F: Your boxes are vast, Daniel.

D: They are. They’re ver y well-organized. Why don’t I ask you a question, then, that doesn’t suggest 
an answer?  
 
F: Yeah, ask me a question with an answer that can’t possibly fit into one of your boxes. 

This conversation originally took place midday on March 13th, 2018, between Toronto poet and trans-
lator Fan Wu and his friend Daniel LeBlanc. Both were once editors of The Trinity Review (TR125 
and 128, respectively). The following was transcribed by TR130 editor Emmy Fu and reproduces brief, 
non-chronological excerpts of the 2-hour interview. 
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D: Then does the poem always maintain attached to the initial desire? Or is there ever a point when it 
breaks free, and you have more fidelity to the poem than to the feeling itself? 

F: I want one day for the poem to exert more fidelitious pressure over me than the love itself. But for now, 
they remain referents. The poem is a recall of involuntar y memor y of that desire/love—and also the histor y 
of that desire and love since the poem was written, and through all the readings of that poem that I do.

D: When you write a love poem—let’s call them love poems—there is a listener, a reader. Is it the object of 
your love? Or is it a spectator, instead? Is it you? 

F: They’re most addressed to the person I’m writing about. But I also want them to be addressed to anyone 
who’s felt love or desire before, and for them to participate in the universal continuity of all love and desire, 
a min* circuit. The person it’s about would receive all the singularities of the poem, but anyone would still 
resonate with the force of whatever ‘love’ is. 

D: When you read other poems that speak on this singularity of love, do you want to occupy the subject 
position of someone in that relationship, or allow the work to ‘let it be’, in a sense, to obser ve it from afar?  
 
F: The latter is what I want. But inevitably there are feelings of imparted projections of myself into the 
situation. 

D: Which requires not thinking about your own world, but instead saying, “I wish I were him, or her, them.”

F: Like the Hot Chips song, “Let Me Be Him”. . .  So it’s not about throwing them into me, but about throw-
ing myself to them. 

∑

D: What poem did you want me to read? Is it Bernadette?  
 
F: Yeah. Is that predictable? 

∑

D: Politely, like in the margins of a student essay.

F: And then I have to always double back on myself. Say, “But maybe this is intentional.”  So editing—there 
are three readerly seats. At least.

D: Many sets of asses.
∑

D: In writing and editing your own work, do you feel there is a kind of sadomasochism?

F: I feel like if there were sadomasochism involved I’d be able to do it better. Because I can understand sado-
masochism. Often I get too confused by possible readerships of a poem that I usually don’t edit ver y much 
at all. I don’t know which direction to pull it to. Unless I have a sense of to what readers the poem is going, I 
don’t know how to edit. 

D: So when you’re editing, do you think of a poem as a kind of communication?  
 
F: It’s a communication, in lieu of me.

D: Like a letter. 

F: Yeah, there’s an epistolar y quality to how I write poetr y, that makes explicit the ontological epistolar y 
quality of all poetr y. 

∑

D: When you write a poem about a love or desire, does it loosen the fixation or adhere it? 

F: Both. ’Sublimation’ is the most useful word to describe the process. It loosens the immediacy of the feel-
ing of that love or desire, but transmutes it also to something that is dispersed across your life—as though it’s 
spread from one node of your brain to vaporously covering the whole of it. Or maybe not the brain, but the 
soul. If I could even move into a more complex categor y! 
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D: Is there a connection between nightlife and your poetic works? 

F: Besides the fact that sometimes at parties I have a poetr y booth? But that’s a literal connection, the mak-
ing of miniature poetic communities.

D: I mean that some people see their poetr y as fundamentally geared towards a kind of literar y hedonism. 
Or some people see their nightlife as essentially poetic experiences—already romanticizing them in such a 
way that they’re doing it for the ‘aesthetic’. 

F: The art of living the nightlife. What I see in both of them is that their ultimate aim is an experimentation 
in community. In which you encounter people who are strange or somewhat offensive to you, and you have 
to reckon with that. Or people who you are intensely attracted to and seduced by. Both poetr y and nightlife 
force those ethical encounters.

∑

F: I feel ver y vulnerable. How do you feel?  
 
D: I feel like I lost aim when we started talking about fidelity, subjectivity. Then you mentioned Badiou—

∑

F: Did you learn anything from our conversation?  
 
D: I learned things. Mildly psychedelic. The philosophy element, I did kind of go off. I effectively started 
doing calculations, like whether a certain idea was tenable philosophically, which inhibited my participation.

F: It brought you out of the conversation.

D: Yeah, into the realm of like, if this was a debate.

F: Right. But you can’t debate me because I’m always tr ying to crawl into your boxes.
 
D: Exactly. Because I open the box and you’re already there. I’m like, “Get in the box, Fan,” and I look down 
and you’re just like, “Hello!”

D: As a translator, what sort of words would you use to describe your relationship with 
the original text? 

F: Traitorous, betrayal. Selfish. 

D: Selfish, okay. Is that a moral thing? Like you could say that and then wash your hands of the guilt by 
confessing. Or do you genuinely feel a kind of moral wrong being done to the original and the author? 

F: No. I feel a sort of smirking sense that I’ve caused ruckus, which isn’t as strong as moral wrong. Part of 
that is that I’ve only translated canonical Chinese poetr y, and the canon is so established and with so many 
attempts of loyal translations that there’s room for my translations, where I bring my lyrical self, or where I 
slide the Chinese into American lyric or Western forms. So the betrayal is conditioned by the fact that there 
are loyal translations out there. 

∑

F: Translation is an explication of those ideas; it makes explicit how one practices fidelity and freedom. 

D: Although the fidelity/freedom binar y doesn’t really hold when you press it too hard.

F: What do you mean by that?  
 
D: Well, fidelity in the scholastic sense is an infidelity. If you are told to be like your master, say what your 
master says. . .  your master is the original, so you are being unoriginal by being like your master. You are not 
being like your master in the end. To truly be like your master would mean to say something new. 

F: Simple mimesis is a form of betrayal.

D: Yeah, reduplication is kind of impossible. Benjamin says, “The only thing that can’t be translated in the 
original is its translatability.” So fidelity is being like the original—you’re told to be like the original, but if 
the original didn’t mean to be reduplicated, then you wouldn’t be translating. The original is never a com-
plete, final thing of itself, and the ver y fact that you’re translating speaks to that deficiency. 

*
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     kenny tran 
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II

Even scholars of genocide discuss and define the odious scourge at the heart of their 
dismal science without acknowledging their own historical implication in the matter. 
Academic “philosophers” and “political scientists” who, by and large, still prefer to ig-
nore the matter altogether, stand together with the genocide scholars on at least one 
front: studied ignorance of the circumstance that genocide is not a scholastic question 
at all, but the sum and substance of daily life under camp capitalism. 

III

“The materialist doctrine concerning the changing of circumstances and upbringing 
forgets that circumstances are changed by men and that it is essential to educate the 
educator himself. This doctrine must, therefore, divide society into two parts, one of 
which is superior to society.

The coincidence of the changing of circumstances and of human activity or self-chang-
ing can be conceived and rationally understood only as revolutionary practice.” 

This, Marx’s 3rd thesis on Feuerbach, is especially relevant to the study of genocidal 
facticity, or camp capitalism. Marx himself lacked the concept of genocide, which was 
introduced almost exactly one centur y after he composed his famous Feuerbach theses 
in 1845. Indeed, Lemkin himself seems not to have realized that his new concept was 
a revolutionar y one. What would historical materialism look like sub specie genocidae, 
through the lens of genocidal histor y?  

I

The chief defect of all hitherto existing thought concerning genocide—virtually none 
of which comes from the blindingly abstract void of Anglo-American academic “phi-
losophy”—is that genocide is conceived only in the form of an object of (legal, social-psy-
chological, anthropological, historical, etc.) definition or contemplation, but not as a 
basic characteristic of everyday human comportment, practice, not subjectively. Hence, 
in contradistinction to our actual genocidal condition, the concept of genocide was 
developed abstractly and thereby historically quarantined by United Nations officials, 
ever y one of whose regimes were engaged, directly or indirectly, in genocidal ideolog y 
and policing. To historically quarantine a phenomenon means keeping it contained, at a 
distance, so that its definition invariably excludes whoever is defining it from its scope. 

Genocide, the evil of evils and social sickness unto death, is the historically quaran-
tined phenomenon par excellence. R ather than prevention or punishment, the real func-
tion of the definition offered in the 1948 United Nations Convention on the Preven-
tion and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide—as well as its scholarly and popular 
offshoots—consists in preventing and punishing one’s being exposed to the horrible 
fact that humanity continues to live in terms and on the basis of genocide-historical, 
material relations.

Generally speaking, one wants genocide to be an external event or object, really dis-
tinct from and foreign to the one attempting to conceive it, both spatially (geo-polit-
ically) and temporally (historically). Hence, we do not tend to grasp the implications 
and complicities of our own genocidal condition, at either the planetar y or local levels. 
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V

This is the genocidal deadlock: in order to put an end to genocide, it appears necessar y to 
destroy the génocidaires, to exterminate the genocidal culture, to explode the sun (the upper 
class) the hovers over and dominates it. To allow such a culture to continue is complicity in 
genocide, and thus genocidal in the usual, indirect mode. To exterminate such a culture, on 
the other hand, would be tantamount genocide in a direct sense.

If there were no way out of this deadlock and homo sapiens turned out, instead, to be homo 
genocidans, then suicide would be the highest ethical imperative. Genocidal life is not worth 
living. In any case, it has no long-term viability anyway, since its real τέλος is omnicide. 

VI

Marx characterizes the human essence, both in the 1844 Manuscripts and in the Grundrisse, 
as Gattungswesen, usually translated as ’species-being.’ The German term ’Gattung’ refers 
indifferently to species or genus. The human being, the homo sapiens, is the only sur viving 
member of the genus ’homo;’ its specific difference, its sapiens (learnedness, knowledge-
ableness), is presumably what separated it from its nearest relatives, the Neanderthal. Or 
was it genocide that separated us? Did the human γένος (genos, genus)—the human race (or 
species)—grow into its uniqueness as a result of a primitive genocidal campaign? The most 
appropriate translation of this much-neglected and difficult Marxist concept, the Gattung-
swesen, post-Lemkin, is ’γένος-being,’ genos-being. The γένος is no abstraction inherent in each 
single individual, but, as Lemkin put it in his own unfinished manuscript, a new element in 
human histor y. “ Γένος” is also the watchword for a species that continues to live in terms of 
an inversion of the genus-species hierarchy that some of its own members have themselves 
invented. For the human species is the only species on earth, it appears, that divides itself into 
various, more or less hostile γένη. 

In its reality Gattungswesen is, if anything, the ensemble of social relations at a given time. 

IV

A typical settler is subject to an education unto genocide denialism, which proceeds on the 
basis of a rigid, historically naïve duplication of the world into non-genocidal and genocidal 
sectors, good guys—“us”—and bad guys—“them”. Though the duplication is quite violent 
and rigid, it is for the most part not insisted upon explicitly unless and until some ’crisis’ 
strikes, i.e., unless and until some sector or sectors of the oppressed collective express re-
sistance to the other wise more or less politely genocidal classes of the settler population. 
Confronted with such crises—the Oka Crisis and the North Dakota pipeline protests come 
to mind here—the colonial police-state and large sectors of the settler society do not hesi-
tate to explicitly re-assert their racist domination over the peoples whose lands they occupy 
and exploit.  

A genocidal sun hovers over ever ything, scorching the earth and threatening to incinerate 
any creature who dares to look directly at its radiant horror for too long. The situation can 
only be explained by appeal to the cleavages and self-contradictions within the practico-in-
ert, intergenerationally inherited material basis. The latter must, therefore, in itself be both 
understood in its genocidal contradictions and revolutionized in anti-genocidal practice: 
an openly internationalist agenda for putting an end to the multiply genocidal character of 
the global status quo is literally the only leg the so-called “Left” has left to stand on. After 
the genocidal family is discovered to be the secret of the statist family, the former must then 
itself be destroyed in theor y and in practice.
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IX

U.S. Americans, bent on the spectacle of their own unprecedentedly gigantic and offen-
sively dangerous mediocrity (which most Yankees, following a long tradition of hypocriti-
cal genocidists, confuse for their own ’greatness’), have not bothered to apologize, as their 
Canadian satellite to the North has, for establishing state-capitalist hegemony on the basis 
of multiple fast- or slow-motioned genocides of Indigenous nations. Almost exactly a year 
after Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper ’apologized’ for Canada’s Indian Residen-
tial School system, at a G20 news conference in Pittsburgh, he said that Canada had no 
histor y of colonialism. 

X

The standpoint of state-nationalism is “civilized” (that is to say, savage, settler-invader) so-
ciety; the standpoint of anarcho-nationalism is human society, or social humanity. The 
post-genocidal Gattungswesen would not be a utopia, however impossible the post-geno-
cidal goal might through the shattered lens of our present and longstanding camp capi-
talist situation. Stateless, multicultural (or multinational) society requires, above all, the 
dismantling of the militar y armaments and policed encampments (“cities”) that genocid-
ally blackmail the masses into accepting, or indeed even celebrating, grotesque material 
inequality.  

XI

Philosophers have hithertho hardly begun to interpret genocide; the point is to stop it. 

Philosophers and other settlers, who do not enter upon a criticism of this real essence, are 
consequently compelled:

 1. To abstract from the historical process and to fix the colonial, genocidal life  
 world (viz., our basically genocidal culture) as something by itself and to presup
 pose an abstract–isolated–human individual.

 2. Gattungwesen, or genos-being, therefore, can be comprehended by them
  only as “genus,” as an internal, dumb generality which naturally unites the many
  individuals.

VII

Settlers, in consequence of the sheer horror, humiliation, and ugliness of our genocidal 
condition, do not tend to see that per vasive denialism is itself the crowning ideological 
glor y of genocidal culture, and that the abstract individual whom the more “scholarly” 
or “philosophical” among us analyze belongs to a specifically genocidal form of society. 
The perpetrators of genocide are in each case its products as well; the mutilators, in turn, 
mutilate themselves. We remain monsters on account of not having stared long enough 
into our own abyss. 

VIII

“All social life is essentially practical,” says Marx in the 8th thesis on Feuerbach. “All mys-
teries which lead theor y to mysticism,” he continues, “find their rational solution in hu-
man practice and in the comprehension of this practice.” The occultism of Tarot cards, 
Petersonian self-help liberal conser vatism, and countless other consumerist diversions 
that co-opt our desperate outrage against the genocidal deadlock, only ser ve to tie the 
noose of that deadlock tighter around the neck of the socius.
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red dress redressing
swingset’s schizophrenic 
stutter and 
above, the girl
face, rock cave cool at
cokedown click-click a
                        no night            
       fingers on              
            mute metal   the swing as 
                  curly long rise of slowsmoke
                       village which opens 
              the too dawn 
blooded minute   her still
at sick peak not 
knowing this brightness
made of  you  memor y the 
     morning which swings 
swinging  itself w no
shame into 
There, a red 
crest   the ver y 
     below    the sharpen
      ed edge of  a cough
                         /wave

H A R B I N  M O U R N

   sybil o.

D AW N

The ripples in the sheets
mounded by sleep
tell time like the broken
hotel clock tells time 
like a sundial 

       matthew johnstone
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lophophoria
phainesthai the 
imtheimthatim(e)
(tetragrammaton pron, YEEHAWWEEHAW) 

becomes beseechment:
guillotine, accephalate 
je pense, donc je pèse 
heft of head, how light be alight?

things get stuffed
n stuff gets thinged
n sloughed hide leaves
chafing phantom skin

you can write off years—
ask your accountant—
and i hear experience—
is something you DO

if spirit’s a bone in the throat 
and truth a lump in the throat
is it off with their heads or their tales? 

 taylor ableman

“Idea”

I D E A

eric schmaltz
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    It’s a little late in the day for game show
    hijinx, tho a ho hum sort of gender bender
    seated on a settee doesn’t quite agree. Fuck
    them. Get w/ the facts however aborted or
    short listed. Dressed in dollar bills, she shills
    for fossils in flaming name brand pant suit. Making

less sense than a munchkin munching shortcake on
break from the cellophane dispensar y, which is short
for your ass in a pinch. Keep hoping the pope pops
a boner on TV. Paid sweet dollars to see that. Late on 
card payment & what a differenec a day makes or 
a lay makes or Tokay makes, when deploying delaying tactics so 

    keep your hand in your pants where it’s bound to find
    something swimming. What day is today he said.
    None-day, they replied. With a dollar for ever y lie
    Lisa told I’d buy me a sea of champagne & float your boat
    nightly while watching The Late Show. Had a husband
     spoke in short hand & was often short handed.
Historians 

report short selling set off the Wall Street crash
of ’29, defined as pawning off stocks before you actually
pay for them, assuming price drops. Tr y that bread
line on for size. Got a car from Dollar & it damned near
drove me up a tree. Wee!!! Meanwhile, on Babel, there issues
a few last squeaks, rayed to space, & we’re off the radar 

  

A  D AY  L AT E  &  A  D O L L A R  S H O RT

  paul dutton

B A R K

Last night I barked
and a dog shut up.

This morning I purred
and the cat came in. 

Tomorrow I’m gonna buzz
and see what happens.
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strange sound like a thirsty person w/o a mouth tr ying to drink
down it comes some dream of flooded basements making day night
inconvenient & loud/obvious & necessar y 
walk’d w/it for a while passing trashcans
of abandoned plans posing as umbrellas
somewhere in the distance clear skies sit 
quietly in their waiting room 

jealous 
silence
is 
his 
only 
honest
compliment 

2  S H O RT  P O E M S
    not so much a grunt as an e e k !  a celestial Dollar Store
    in a Florida of the mind w/ an Ever ything Must Go sale on
mink     cufflinks. “The days grow O Babylon!” Ordered a 
short stack of ’    flapjacks w/ a glass of diner wine at 10 AM 
made goo-goo at 
    the guy across the counter. Eyes text back a Who’re you 
    Lookin’ At, Fuckface? Late for voodoo & what a day. Scott

Fitzgerald chew’d ten-dollar bills to bits for the thrill of grossing 
people out. Obverse of a prose the eloquence of which sits suspended
between the miraculous and the mundane. Excuses, excuses!
Long stor y short, crazy reproduces. In a letter to his wife in Wales
Dylan Thomas describes himself as a "dollar-mad nightingale." 
And, if that’s true, what does that make you, besides late for

    the Communist party? Igor Stravinsky liked
    the way Shorty Rogers used to play fugelhorn
    but those days’re over. Betcha dollars to donuts
    a door frame made of brain matter crumbles any
    rain-fill’d day now. “A” is an article. An article is 
    a particle of language, which, for all you Johnny Come

  Latelys, equates to a bath made of glue someone took
  midway thru a day trip to A.C. on a bus fulla would be
  zillionaires w/ dollar signs for eyes . . .
    

jim cory
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Note desire for more cows is 
the smart translation of war
           in Sanskrit       I love that

 I miss being wanted

Her mouth sweetly on 
about grool and the sheets

            Softly       56 nucleons 
       Softly        We’re out of milk 

Two puppies           a sausage link 
        Her hand wet from herself 

I keep staring it’s gotta
mean something in a minute

Spangled doily     Doggorel on the lake
 Make a day of a wool habit

The Tate leads to the 
NY librar y leads to Spitzweg
Beltracchi       wisakedjackis
to whiskeyjack to gray jay 
          Pitt shirtless in Fur y

     Is no shame in sequence
Clear your histor y anyways 

Stay Focused    Bishop sequins
     Ship Hitachi to girlfriend
Say rue full       not rue flay
 
Do your to-do list      Eat this chicken
        like a chicken mechanic
 Make your mouth a wrench

B A R N S  A R E  PA I N T E D  R E D  B E C AU S E 
O F  T H E  P H YS I C S  O F  DY I N G  S TA R S

 david bradford
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mike
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I F  A  T R E E ,  A N  E S PA L I E R

       In city centre
if a tree, an espalier
if a breath of 
fresh air, by the conditioning unit. 

   Maybe I ought
more salubrious Niedecker 
—less this 
seamy, less leprous polis in my project.

   maybe I ought 
more Jasper Canada, less unapologetic
London Heathrew, the day with ‘I am 
justified and Lucky,

        Fortuna, the wheel,
what’s up with that?’ nevermind, I 
am purling gay apothegms 
through border security, I 

     am purling
laughter in the cemeter y for fathers.   what’s up 
on rent day, cheque-in-hand,
with roommates and I: 

             Courte huntsmen
                  that the king will ride 
laughly in the Streets-in-Eyes

torben robertson
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B E G I N N I N G  T H E  A S C E N T
/ / A S  I F  WA N T I N G

T O  M I R R O R  YO U R  S T E P /
T H E R E ’ S  T H AT  S A L O O N  S T I L L  T H E R E :

D AU G H T E R  O F  T H E  S I L E N C E  O F  S O U L S
( ( T H E  E L  FA R O L I T O  WA LT Z ) ) 

I’m back now without mist or swamp wings
The gulch this morning smells of live dogs
The sun disappeared all trace of khaki uniforms
Christ the King transformed this water into wine
((the paint on the piss wall))
1 of the eagle fallen / and without stains of lime or ice!
She will arrive in her 2 lights
to surround herself with my trains
to spur on my spirited bugambilias
Still full of sawdust / tarantulas or glasses
her with her thighs : honey of essences : she’ll hold me 
Quaunhnáhuac will kiss her fire
Zapata’s horse will get up looking for a horseman
will erupt in the arch of this light
& for sure / drink wounds without quenching its thirst
it tears down 3 mirrors 
dances this waltz for the throat slit bottles
& carries me to the stop at Estrella
to recover my destiny: Yvonne. 

trans. hamish ballantyne

L I N E  O N  B I T T E R  L I N E  F R O M  I N  T H E  C O L D

i go for the big city
my lung seizes: 
rat dander? skin-dust
from many an animal
coiled in humid skeins? ver y much. I 
swear my asthmatic line
too wan at passerby. nothing? no.
many around can hardly
hear, and, having been challenged
don’t care to.
i go for the wide
ice-barrens above the arctic 
circle, like one transported 
in their reading
to where it is better ventilated, to where the 
cold qua air quality plumbs my bio-flute.
my short song ranges sonorous 
and orotund.
nothing? no.
no crowd comes to hear my concert 
on the tundra. 
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only memor y i love 
& you retranslating
our strange litany & 
my loom lyre envoi 
more moon yell iv y
notes & granularity
&uring entr y at also 
mono volley my ire

gone is the world
unwept & welter
all the losses new 
seen idol growth
renew welt & put 
slow tense a shell 

[ S O N N E T- 0 5 1 ]

 kyle kinaschuk

S O N N E T  X X I X

seaways leandro
   many souled
recites fill me up
       Attendant    to heart in smoke into
the sea as a fire goes

yet blue
brooks no 
contrast
Not canning—effort
      under way
victor y or leaden
loss echoes
eel and/or gone 

so makes voice as he could to the waves
he spoke in
              this way but what 
waves can hear—

 waves well    the I 
tho I   may I     on the 
way BACK          flood in me 
And execute my life
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ST YLE LIFE series    55

TRANSITION I & III   64, 65
digital print on hahnemuhle, 2017 

WILLOW  68

MOM (DIVISIBLE)  66
druatrans print mounted on light box, 2017

PORTAL AT DUSK 67
archival pigment print, 2017

CONSCIOUSNESS IS POWER  76
metallic paper & obanai feather paper on marbled momi paper 
Incantations series, 2016—ongoing 

HEIR TO VIRTUE BEQUEATHED BY MY ANCESTOR S 77
arches paper & obonai feather paper on chiyogami paper 
Incantations series, 2016—ongoing 

COMPLEX SENSITIVE BEING
acr ylic & oil stick on loose canvas 

BR EAKTHROUGH
acr ylic & paint marker on loose canvas 

p 61 art by 
nikki watson

A RT  M AT E R I A L S

EN ROU TE                          23
michigan oak, reclaimed marble, extuded glass, steel,
walnut, neon, mercur y, 2017

EVERY SINGLE STAR HUMANS SEE IN THE NIGHT SKY LAYER ED 28
rusted metallic confetti, oil on canvas, 2017

RUSTED LET TER S, 2003-2004 29
rust on 8 x 11" paper, 2017 

BEWAR E OF THE MUSHROOM SOCIET Y  36
ink pen on paper, 2016?*

HAR BINGER    37
dr y pate photograph, 2013

G-1-2 45
digital scan, 2017

PINK HANDBAG #1 & #2   46, 47
chromogenic print 
Aesthetic of Surfaces series, 2017 

IN ALL OUR GLORY WITH ALL OUR FLAWS  48
oil paint, 2017 

BET WEEN HER E AND THER E   49
photography, 2017 

CLIFF JUMPING & IMPORTANT STRANGER S 50, 51
digitally manipulated old photos, 2018
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JAIME PAT TISON uses the artistic process to mirror her mental processes, creating carefully structured 
environments and using light to convey stories and atmosphere. Significant exhibitions include Future Curators 
at the Albright Knox Galler y in Buffalo, NY in 2017, and Flash Forward at Gardiner Museum in Toronto, 2017. 

HANNAH BEVER IDGE is a 16 year old contemporar y artist living in Toronto, Ontario. She is currently in 
grade 11 and attends Etobicoke School of the Arts.

JUSTIN SOMJEN, (1992) originally from Vancouver, B.C., is a Toronto-based artist working in photog-
raphy, sculpture and installation. Playfully depicting photography in multiple forms, his work meshes images 
with physical space, pushing the limits of photography to discover the possibilities of what an image can be. 

KENNY TRAN is a multidiscplinar y artist/animator whose practice explores the intersections of traditional 
and digital media to create tangible relationships. The ability to work with various practices and approaches is 
central to facilitating an open space of interpretation between both the viewer and artwork. 

RACHEL BUR NS has exhibited internationally at Saatchi Art Galler y, London, England; Albright Knox 
Museum, Buffalo, New York; Gardiner Museum, Toronto, Canada; and participates regularly in exhibitions in 
Toronto, where she lives. She is currently studying Contemporar y Art at Etobicoke School of the Arts. 

DYLAN BONES is not a two-dimensional character. He is a complex sensitive being. 

R O B I N  L O P V E T  (1990) is a Paris-based multimedia artist working on the issues of language games, 
economy of recover y, parody, DIY and play. While studying engineering sciences, he discovered photography 
and decided to pursue it. He co-manages the Club Late Music label, organizes parties and is a DJ. 

I N G M A R  B J O R N  N O LT I N G  (1995) studies photography at the University of Applied Sciences & 
Arts in Dortmund. He focuses on long-term documentar y photo-essays dealing with sociological issues and 
uses a slow process approach to understand what makes his protagonists’ lives.  ingmarnolting.de 

A R N E  P I E P K E  (1991) grew up in a small village surrounded by hills and trees. His attitude towards pho-
tography was shaped by an urge to break out and explore. He currently studies photography at the University 
of Applied Sciences & Arts in Dortmund.  arniepiepke.com 

ALEXIS VO is a contemporar y artist in Toronto, Ontario. Vo has shown in several group exhibitions, spoken 
at OCAD University, and recently held her first solo exhibition Making the Present at LET Galler y. She is com-
pleting her final year of study in Contemporar y Art at Etobicoke School of the Arts. 

ADEN SOLWAY is an interdisciplinar y artist operating out of Toronto, Canada. He is currently researching 
the agency of economic stratification on Western cultural production, and the histor y of queerness in Post-So-
viet Estonia. 

Highlights to DAVID BAR BOUR’s career inclue a 1999 Mid-Career Canada Council Grant to continue his 
personal work in Havana, Cuba. Since 1994, he has travelled there 25 times to photograph for himself as well as 
lead photo workshops. His life’s work is available at davidbarbour.com.

TOKO HOSOYA is a maker of things and founder of the Mushroom Society, est. 2010. Her work has been 
published and exhibited across Canada, the United States, and Japan. 

WHITNEY LEWIS SMITH  is a Canadian photo-based artist currently working in Mexico City. Her imag-
es deal with consumerism and humanity’s interaction with the natural world. 

TR EAWNA HARVEY is an award-winning contemporar y photographer based in Ottawa, Ontario. Her 
work is introspective and often speaks to her experience and growth as a human, something she continues to 
document organically. 

SPENCER JULIEN is an artist and curator currently practising in Toronto, ON. He has shown across Canada, 
the US, and the United Kingdom and is currently studying Contemporar y Art at Etobicoke School of the Arts. 

SHELLIE ZHANG (b. 1991, Beijing, China) is a multidisciplinar y artist based in Toronto/Tkaronto, Canada. 
She is interested in exploring how integration, diversity, and assimilation is implemented and negotiated, how 
this relates to lived experiences, and how culture is learned and relearned. 

A RT I S T  B I O G R A P H I E S
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JOEL GIROUX is a Toronto-based poet, freelance tutor and editor, and tradesman who has had his work read 
on JazzFM 91. His last chapbook Larger than Still Life was published in 2003 by believe your own press. His 
poem, “Voice”, is from a manuscript entitled Blue Juvenile.

rob mclennan is the author of many books of poetr y, fiction and non-fiction, and lives in Ottawa, where he 
is home full-time with the two wee girls he shares with poet Christine McNair. He runs a reading series three 
blocks away from where he was born.

JILL BLACKMOR E EVANS is a writer and editor living in Toronto. She has a BA in Philosophy from Vic-
toria College. 

GRACE MA is a student at the University of Toronto. Once, she wanted to be a news anchor. Then she real-
ized her voice sounded better on paper.

IAN TAYLOR is outside of your room right now, banging two pans together ver y loudly and with no partic-
ular attention to rhythm. His favourite author, word, and soda are Sam Pink, “Apeshit”, and Dr. Pepper, in that 
order. When not wasting his time and money in Toronto, he lives in Ottawa, where he was born and will die. 

MALCOLM SANGER, avid sportsfan, has been a member of the Montreal circus since graduation. 

DUNCAN MOR R ISON is a histor y student. His fictional work is an exploration of the use of violence in 
human social life. 

FAN WU is a gentle ballistic fingernail of desire smothered in mustard. Please send him dreams, love letters, 
and other wishes at fanwu2@gmail.com.

CLINTON DEBOGOR SKI sells semi-burnt, philosophically defaced Chinese-imitation MAGA hats for 
$10 (student) or $20 (non-student) upon request, while supplies last. 

JAYNE KITCHEN, an ENFJ, is available for resale. 

MAT THEW JOHNSTONE is a Socio-cultural Anthropolog y student at the University of Toronto. They 
currently spend their free time learning Anishinaabemowin and working on an Archaeolog y-themed poetr y 
manuscript.

TOR BEN ROBERTSON was born in 1992 in Vancouver. He earned a BA in Philosophy at UBC, and moved 
to Toronto in 2017, where he now cooks, and writes when not at work. 

GEORGE ELLIOT T CLAR KE was Poet Laureate of Toronto (2012-15) and Parliamentar y Poet Laureate of 
Canada (2016-17). A University of Toronto prof, he believes that Poetr y is liberation. 

ROO BOR SON and KIM MALTMAN have been involved in the writing of 3 collaborative  books of 
poetr y. Their most recent collaborative work is Box Kite: Prose Poems by Baziju (House of Anansi, 2016). 

LOR INA HOXHA is a fourth year undergraduate student at the University of Toronto and a former editor 
of the Trinity Review.

MARTIN CA MA J was born in the Dukag jin region of Northern Albania, a place between East and West 
where time stood still. He spent most of his life writing about the better world beyond the mountains before 
his death in 1992.

Currently living in Alexandra, New Zealand, GR EGORY O’BR IEN is a poet, essayist, curator and visual 
artist, whose most recent collection of poems appeared in Whale Years (Auckland University Press). 

JONAH YANO is alive and well in Toronto, Ontario. 

JOHN MAR SHALL is a writer living in Toronto. 

W R I T E R  B I O G R A P H I E S
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O R I G I N A L S

of   featured 
translated works

KYLE KINASCHUK is a doctoral student in the Department of English at the University of Toronto. His 
work has appeared in journals such as The Capilano Review, filling Station, PRISM international, Poetry is Dead, 
The Puritan, Hart House Review, and FreeFall Magazine.

TAYLOR LEVI ABLE MAN: zoēgram of errazure, McMaster MA CSCT ’19. 

DAVID BR ADFOR D is the author of Nell Zink is Damn Free (Blank Cheque Press, 2017) and Call Out 
(knife | fork | book, 2017). He splits his time between Toronto and Montreal. 

MICHAEL CAVU TO

PAUL DU T TON has been publishing and performing in the fields of literature and music for fifty years. 
He was a member of the Four Horsemen poetr y performance group and is a member of the free-improv band 
CCMC. His book Sonosyntactics: Selected and New Poetry appeared in 2015. 

JIM CORY has published 10 chapbooks of poems and edited poetr y selections by contemporar y Ameri-
can poets incuding James Broughton (Packing Up for Paradise, Black Sparrow Press) and Jonathan Williams 
(Jubilant Thicket, Copper Canyon Press). He has been the recipient of fellowships from the Pennsylvania Arts 
Council, Yaddo and the MacDowell Colony. 

HA MISH BALLANT YNE is a writer from Vancouver Island. 

GARCILASO DE LA VEGA was tall, so tall, so tall in fact as to be called too tall, spindly, silly looking, 
known to a few horses, mares, dead a drowned monk in a long decade.

MAR IO SANTIAGO PAPASQUIARO was a name taken by the bedevilled maniac Jose Alfredo Zende-
jas Pineda, a corsair on the porch of letters, a ghoul in your cave, a dead dog dance. 

ER IC SCHMALTZ is an artist, writer, and educator living in Toronto. His writing has been published in 
Jacket2, The Capilano Review, Poetry is Dead, Lemon Hound, and Open Letter. His first book of poetr y and text-
art is entitled Surfaces (2018). For more: ericschmaltz.com  
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Mbramja âsht larg
e ti je atje mbi kodër të blerueme
ku gurzit që bâshin zhurmë
i përpiu dheu.

Ti je atje me të bijën e heshtjes
e me shoqe tjera e mendon për mue. 
Une jam në detin e tingujve
e ndër g jujt e mij ndieva 
peshën e tramit tue u ndalue me turr. 
Mandej i lëshova vendin një të vjetri
e mes tallazit të krahve thashë:
mbramja âsht larg e ti andej lumit.

Heshtja prek quelling me dorë
e ti je atje mbi kodër të blerueme
e njeh g jurmët e diellit nëpër qiell.

M B R A M J A  Â S H T  L A R G

martin camaj

Më dog j pikturën – collage, 
me njenin sý të rí e tjetrin
të moçëm
e më nisi në mërgim. 

Shkruen varg je,
kërcllatje dhambësh
ndër copa g juhe,
gërthitje kundër një klithje
zogu.

As gurdhendës nuk âsht
im nip, tingull i kohës,
i veshun krejt në dritë.

I M  N I P
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S O N E T O  X X I X

Pasando el mar Leandro el animoso,
en amoroso fuego todo ardiendo,
esforzó el viento, y fuese embraveciendo 
el agua con un ímpetu furioso.

Vencido del trabajo presuroso,
contrastar a las ondas no pudiendo,
y más del bien que allí perdía muriendo,
que de su propia muerte congojoso,

como pudo, esforzó su voz cansada,
y a las ondas habló desta manera
mas nunca fue su voz de ellas oída: 

<<Ondas, pues no se excusa que yo muera,
dejadme allá Ilegar, y a la tornada
vuestro furor ejecutad en mi vida>>, 

garcilaso de la vega

I N C I A N D O  L A  S U B I D A
/  C O M O  Q U E R I E N D O

E S P E J E A RT E  E L  PA S O  / 
A H Í  E S TÁ  T O D AV Í A  E S A  C A N T I N A :

H I J A  D E L  S I L E N C I O  D E  L A S  A N I M A S
( ( E L  VA L S  D E  E L  FA R O L I T O ) ) 

Regreso ya sin alas de niebla o de pantano
La barranca esta mañana huele a perros vivos
El sol ha desaparecido todo vestigio de uniformes caqui
Cristo Rey transformó esta agua en vino 
((la pinta en la pared donde se orina)) 
¡1 del águila caída / & sin mancha de limones o de hielo! 
Ella Ilegará en sus 2 luces
a rodearse de mis reatas 
a espolear mis briosas bugambilias 
Aun Ileno de aserrín / tarántulas o vidrios 
ella con sus muslos : miel de esencias : va a estrecharme 
Quauhnáhuac besará su fuego
El caballo de Zapata va a levantarse en busca de jinete
Irrumpirá en el arco de esta luz
& segura / bebe Ilagas sin saciarse 
arranca 3 espejos 
baila este vals a las botellas degolladas
& me lleva a la parada de la Estrella 
a rescatar a mi destino: Ivonne. 

mario santiago papasquiaro
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This book was made and 
printed in  Toronto, Canada by 

STANDAR D FOR M PR ESS in the 
winter/spring of 2018. The titles 
and content are set in Garamond

Premier Pro. This edition
contains 300 copies. 

Yours is 



reverse: 

 

“On Death” by ALEXIS VO

soap stone

2017 

with lots of love,
wishing the best 
to TR131 editors
& years beyond 
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